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Abstract
Scientific workflows play a vital role in modern science as they enable scientists to specify, share and reuse computational
experiments. To maximise the benefits, workflows need to support the reproducibility of the experimental methods they
capture. Reproducibility enables effective sharing as scientists can re-execute experiments developed by others and
quickly derive new or improved results. However, achieving reproducibility in practice is problematic – previous analyses
highlight issues due to uncontrolled changes in the input data, configuration parameters, workflow description and the
software used to implement the workflow tasks. The resulting problems have become known as workflow decay.
In this paper we present a novel framework that addresses workflow decay through the integration of system de-
scription, version control, container management and automated deployment techniques. It then introduces a set of
performance optimization techniques that significantly reduce the runtime overheads caused by making workflows re-
producible. The resulting system significantly improves the performance, repeatability and also the ability to share
and re-use workflows by combining a method to uniquely identify task and workflow images with an automated image
capture facility and a multi-level cache.
The system is evaluated through an extensive set of experiments that validate the approach and highlight the key
benefits of the proposed optimisations. This includes methods for reducing the runtime of workflows by up to an order
of magnitude in cases where they are enacted concurrently on the same host VM and in different Clouds, and where
they share tasks.
Keywords: Provisioning Optimization, Workflow Reproducibility, Workflow Deployment, Container-based
Virtualization, Cloud Computing
1. Introduction
Scientific workflows have become an increasingly pop-
ular paradigm for enabling and accelerating data analy-
ses [1, 2]. They have been run successfully on many dif-
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ferent computing environments including local PC, HPC5
clusters and the Cloud. In the Cloud workflows can ex-
ploit the economic and technical benefits including access
to virtually infinite computing resources, and the pay-as-
you-go charging model [3]. Yet, to maximise the benefits
they provide, and facilitate the sharing of knowledge about10
the experimental methods they capture, workflows need
to be reproducible. Reproducibility enables effective shar-
ing as scientists can re-execute experiments developed by
others and create new and/or improved experiments more
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quickly [4].15
Recent research on workflows and workflow manage-
ment systems has found that a large number of workflows
cannot be reused, nor can they produce the same results
over time [5]. This has been termed workflow decay [6]
and stems from a variety of factors, including: the lack20
of an adequate workflow description, missing resources re-
quired to execute workflows such as data and services, and
changes in the workflow execution environment [7].
Work has been carried out to address the decay and en-
able effective sharing of workflows, their description and25
components [5, 8]. Some systems, like Galaxy [9] and Re-
proZip [10], rely on physical preservation, i.e. packaging
workflows and their components into reusable modules and
sharing these packages with prospective users. Other, such
as Pegasus [11] and Taverna [12], focus on logical preser-30
vation which involves creating and sharing an abstract de-
scription of the workflow and its tasks, e.g. via web or in
the form of Research Objects [7]. Both preservation tech-
niques, however, rely on users to manually select, install
and configure all the shared tools required to enact the35
workflows of their interest. Often, this is beyond users’
capabilities or, at the very least, requires significant ef-
fort [13].
To address this problem, we have developed a new
framework for provisioning workflows, their components40
and dependencies along with methods to automate this
process. Our earlier work presented in [14], enables the
automated provisioning of workflows, and uniquely com-
bined both logical and physical preservation techniques.
We use the Topology and Orchestration Specification for45
Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [15] to enable logical preser-
vation through describing the workflows in a standardised
way [16]; TOSCA defines a model for portable distributed
Cloud applications, which helps run our workflows on a
laptop PC and on different Clouds platforms. We then use50
container virtualization1 to package workflows and their
1http://www.docker.com
components so that they could be physically preserved and
dynamically deployed on the Cloud.
Together, these two techniques allow users to customise
workflows and tasks at the level of their description, which55
makes workflow development easier in practice. They also
enable users to choose between more efficient single-container
and more flexible multi-container execution mode. All that
is combined with version control systems to provide auto-
mated management of changes in the source code and task60
images. Our framework offers ready-to-run workflows and
workflow components, and addresses the majority of issues
related to workflow decay and reproducibility.
However, the delivery of highly reproducible workflows
comes at the price of additional overheads. We observed a65
number of performance issues that impact the packaging of
workflow components, their provisioning and, ultimately,
the overall effectiveness of workflow enactment. Specifi-
cally, the deployment of a workflow can become slow if task
images are pulled from remote repositories too often, or if70
the same task or dependency is provisioned repeatedly.←↩
Such situations occur quite commonly in practice as
many scientific analyses require a re-execution of the same
or similar workflows and tasks over time.2 This is, for ex-
ample, the case in Next Generation Sequencing in which75
tens, hundreds or even thousands of patients are screened
for genetic variations using the same variant discovery
pipeline.3 Similarly, when running a parameter sweep
analyses, the same workflow is executed many times with
only some input parameters changed. It is also not un-80
common that, in early stages of scientific analysis many
variations of the same workflow are run before the scien-
tist can confirm their hypothesis [17].
These inefficiencies were a barrier, preventing users
benefiting from the advantages of our approach. For these85
reasons, in this paper we present optimisation techniques
2http://www.recomp.org.uk
3https://www.genomicsengland.co.uk/
the-100000-genomes-project/
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that overcome these problems by facilitating workflow and
task re-usability, enabling their effective provisioning and
also improving the sharing of scientific workflows and their
components. We introduce image and cache management90
mechanisms which can greatly improve the performance
of the provisioning and the enactment of our reproducible
workflows. We also integrate these mechanisms with source
version control, and so backward-compatible changes to
the task code can be distributed transparently and on-95
demand across workflow enactment engines, while still main-
taining workflow reproducibility.
In summary, the main contribution of this paper is:
• a full description of our framework for scientific work-
flow reproducibility including: workflow modelling,100
dynamic deployment, image management, and ver-
sion control,
• new performance optimization techniques that en-
hance our reproducibility framework, including:
– a new algorithm to name, create and select a105
compatible task image that improves the re-
usability of ready-to-run workflow components,
– a multi-level cache of deployable components
that supports workflow sharing and optimizes
the workflow deployment process,110
– a cache of task artifacts and dependency pack-
ages to support the process of image creation,
• a set of experiments that use real and synthetic scien-
tific workflows running on local and Cloud environ-
ments to validate and evaluate the proposed mech-115
anisms. These show the improved performance of
workflow provisioning and enactment, and improve-
ments in workflow sharing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we give an overview of our framework, and then dis-120
cuss our proposed optimization mechanisms in section 3.
Next, the experiments and the experimental results are
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Figure 1: The architecture of our workflow reproducibility frame-
work.
discussed. Before the conclusion, we review the related
work in section 5
2. Framework Overview125
Our framework [14], consists of six main components
split into two layers (Fig. 1). The upper, repository layer
includes the Task, Workflow, Core and Image Repositories,
while the lower, deployment layer includes the Enactment
Engine, Automatic Image Creation facility (AIC) and the130
newly added Optimizer. The deployment layer also di-
rectly communicates with the execution environment such
as the Cloud or Docker infrastructure.
In brief, the Core Repository includes base types of
workflow components and life-cycle scripts to manage them.135
The Task and Workflow Repositories are used to store and
version the user-defined workflow and task descriptors that
are specified using TOSCA.Importantly, the Task, Work-
flow and Core Repositories are backed by a version con-
trol platform such as GitHub. This provides the ability140
to track the complete history of the workflow and task
changes, and allows the framework to control the changes
that could potentially affect workflow’s reproducibility; for
more details please see [14].
The Image Repository contains workflow and task im-145
ages automatically created by the AIC facility during work-
flow deployment. The primary goal of the AIC and Image
Repository is to implement the physical preservation of
workflows and tasks. The repository is also backed by
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a version control system, in our case Docker Hub, which150
greatly helps in the building and management of image
libraries.
The workflow Enactment Engine is a TOSCA-compliant
runtime environment (e.g. Cloudify4) which can interpret
and execute workflow descriptors written in TOSCA. Fi-155
nally, the Optimizer has two main functions. One is the
automatic selection of compatible tasks for the given work-
flow specification. The other is the automatic caching and
sharing of workflow components to optimize the workflow
provisioning. Both these functions are discussed in more160
details in Sec. 3.
Users interact with the framework primarily by con-
tributing to the Task and Workflow Repositories (high-
lighted in blue) and by enacting workflows. The other
framework components (highlighted in red and green) are165
used and maintained by a local system administrator.
2.1. Workflow Modeling
Our framework uses TOSCA to describe the entire
structure of a scientific workflow together with all its com-
ponents and details of the execution environment [16].170
TOSCA is an OASIS specification for modeling a com-
plete application stack, and automating its deployment
and management in the Cloud [15].
The core of TOSCA modeling is the ServiceTemplate
which consists of three logical parts: Node- and Relation-175
shipType, TopologyTemplate and ManagementPlan [18]. The
main intent of TOSCA is to improve the portability of
Cloud applications in the face of the growing diversity of
Cloud environments [19]. Thus, by exploiting TOSCA,
we can turn a workflow into a reusable Cloud application180
that includes not only the description of a scientific exper-
iment but also all details needed to deploy and execute it
automatically.
Building a workflow using TOSCA starts by defining
Node- and RelationshipTypes. A NodeType declares prop-185
4https://cloudify.co
erties and life-cycle management operations of a workflow
component such as a task, dependency and host. The
properties include the component name, version and a
URL to task artifacts, as well as its configuration param-
eters. The life-cycle operations include scripts that imple-190
ment the deployment actions of workflow tasks, e.g. to
create, configure and activate a task.
A RelationshipType can define two types of dependen-
cies between nodes. A horizontal dependency imposes the
desired data dependency between workflow tasks, whereas195
a vertical host-hosted relationship is added between work-
flow components and their host containers. Additionally,
the RelationshipType can define actions required to mate-
rialise a particular relationship between components, e.g.
how two tasks communicate or how a container can host200
a workflow task.
Using the defined types, the structure of the workflow
is described as a graph of Node- and RelationshipTemplates
embedded within a TopologyTemplate. The templates rep-
resent specific instances of the corresponding types. They205
provide values for the properties and implement the life-
cycle operations declared in the types.
Then, the TopologyTemplate combines them into a work-
flow. Importantly, however, the TopologyTemplate includes
not only the high-level structure of the workflow (i.e. task210
dependencies) but also all library dependencies and the
definitions of containers and virtual machines that are sup-
posed to host the workflow components. Thus, we can cap-
ture the complete software stack required to deploy and
enact the workflow such as one presented later in Sec. 4.215
2.2. Workflow and Task Repositories
An advantage if our framework is that the Workflow
and Task Repositories can exploit, well used, publicly avail-
able platforms like GitHub. Thus, users can continue to
use their favored repository for workflow and task devel-220
opment.
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Repository structure. A Workflow/Task Repository aggre-
gates various artifacts with resources required for its au-
tomated provisioning. Additionally, it includes the infor-
mation needed by users so they can better understand the225
purpose of the workflow or task. Each repository con-
sists of at least: TOSCA-based descriptors, workflow/task
specific life-cycle scripts, sample data, a human readable
description, one-click deployment scripts and deployment
instructions.230
Among them, the key elements are the TOSCA-based
descriptors. In the case of a workflow, it is described as a
single TopologyTemplate (as covered earlier). In the case
of a task, two descriptors are needed. First is a NodeType
that defines the task interface and refers to the actual task235
implementation code. Second is a TopologyTemplate of a
test workflow which includes a sample NodeTemplate to
illustrate how to use the task.
Other artifacts are important to maintain reproducibil-
ity. For example, provided with sample data and the one-240
click deployment script, users can easily test a workflow or
task in their own environment. The script starts a multi-
step process which deploys the workflow together with ba-
sic dependencies such as Docker and Cloudify and then
enacts it. Another element of the repository, which can245
help users to understand the purpose of the workflow or
task, is the human readable description. It includes infor-
mation about the workflow function, inputs, outputs, tools
required to deploy it, and the specification of the execution
environment (for details see our sample repositories5).250
Change control. One of the major reasons of workflow de-
cay are changes in the workflow components. In a living
system they are inevitable because the components (tasks,
libraries and other dependency workflows) undergo contin-
uous development. Thus, to maintain reproducibility we255
need to control them such that they do not contribute to
the decay.
5https://github.com/WF-ShAre
Our approach maintains each workflow and workflow
task in a separate code repository [14]. This brings mul-
tiple benefits: the repositories mark clear boundaries be-260
tween components, offer independent version control and
allow for easy referencing and sharing. Additionally, they
provide branches and tags to implement the strict control
of workflow and task interface.
Note that changes that occur naturally during work-265
flow and task development can affect two layers: the inter-
face and/or implementation of a component. Changes in
the interface, such as adding a new input parameter, usu-
ally indicate some important modification to a component,
and need to be followed by changes in its implementation.270
Conversely, changes to the implementation, if made with
backward compatibility in mind, are often merely improve-
ments in the code which can remain unnoticed. By keeping
each component in a separate repository, we can control
these two types of changes effectively. We use branching275
to denote changes in the interface, and tagging to indicate
significant improvements in the implementation.
2.3. The Core Repository
The Core Repository is the fundamental part of our
framework. It includes two types of components which280
shape how workflows and tasks are connected and man-
aged. Firstly, the Core contains the descriptors of base
Node- and RelationshipType that define the abstract work-
flow task, library dependency, and link to connect the
tasks. For example, all workflow task types must be de-285
rived from the base workflow service type defined in the
repository.
Secondly, the Core includes the life-cycle scripts that
implement common operations related to the management
and enactment of workflows and tasks. They are respon-290
sible, for example, for task initialization, data preparation
and data transfer between tasks, but also for the creation
of a task/workflow Docker container.
Using the types and scripts defined in the Core Repos-
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itory, developers can implement tasks and workflows that295
are compatible with our framework and which can be au-
tomatically managed and enacted.
2.4. Transparent Image Management
Together with improving reproducibility, the main goal
of our framework is to effectively share workflows and300
tasks. We want them to be ready-to-run components that
can be automatically deployed and easily re-used to facil-
itate the rapid development of new experiments.
The basis for seamless deployment is, however, effec-
tive provisioning in which image management plays a cru-305
cial role. Although TOSCA-based descriptors alone are
enough for our framework to automatically deploy and
enact workflows, using just them would incur significant
runtime overhead. The framework would repeat the same,
sometimes long running steps to deploy a task every time310
it is executed.
To minimise the overheads we have therefore designed
and implemented our framework such that it can effec-
tively use Docker images. The images may encapsulate
some or all of the deployment steps, and so speed up the315
enactment phase. Specifically, the framework can use a
pure-OS image commonly available from Docker Hub or a
specialized user-defined image which includes some work-
flow/task dependencies, or even a complete image that
contains all of the required dependencies. If the image re-320
ferred to in the workflow TopologyTemplate does not con-
tain all the dependencies, they will be installed by the
framework on-demand during workflow enactment. That
automation simplifies the development cycle because de-
velopers are not forced to manually prepare and manage325
task or workflow images before sharing a workflow.
However, to further simplify the use of the framework
we have designed and implemented an Automatic Image
Capture component. Using the Docker image manipula-
tion operations, the AIC is able to create workflow and330
task images automatically from the container used to pro-
vision a task. These images are then deposited in a private
or public Image Repository and re-used next time a work-
flow or task is executed. The automation of this process
is based on the image management technique proposed in335
this paper makes the framework very flexible - the user
may start with any Docker image they prefer and, in the
end, the framework will make sure that the task or work-
flow deployment steps are captured and are not repeated
needlessly. As shown later in the Evaluation section, this340
simplification can have an extremely positive impact on
the runtime performance.
2.5. Deployment Configuration Options
To further enhance the flexibility of our framework it
supports also two deployment configuration options: single-345
container to deploy the whole workflow at once for the
shortest enactment time, and multi-container for isolated
deployment of workflow tasks and the higher re-usability
of their code and images. The configurations influence the
way in which the deployment and enactment of workflows350
is performed, and also determine which type of image the
AIC will create for the workflow.
In the single-container configuration all tasks and their
dependencies are provisioned in one container and a sin-
gle image corresponding to the whole workflow is created.355
Fig. 2 depicts the detailed steps of workflow deployment
in that case. The process starts with initial enactment
preparation step followed by pulling a workflow base im-
age specified by the user, e.g. a generic pure-OS image.
Then, using the image a Docker container is created. The360
next step is the installation and configuration of the de-
pendencies required by all tasks, which involves package
downloading and on-line installation. Next, each task ar-
tifact is downloaded from the Task Repository followed by
input data retrieval and task execution. The operations365
of task download, data retrieval and task execution are
repeated for all tasks in the order specified in the Topol-
ogyTemplate. Finally, once all tasks have completed, the
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workflow image is created and cached, and the workflow
container is destroyed.370
The multi-container deployment scenario is depicted in
Fig. 3. Again, the process starts with the initial enactment
preparation which, in this case, is followed by the task
enactment loop repeated for each task in the workflow.
The task enactment starts by pulling the base image for375
the first task in the workflow. Using the image a Docker
container for the task is created. This is followed by the
installation and configuration of task dependencies. Next,
the task artifact is downloaded from its repository and
the task image is created. Then, the framework retrieves380
the task input data and executes the task. Finally, the
container used to execute the task is destroyed.
Both configurations have their advantages: the former
imposes less overhead in terms of storage and performance,
whereas the latter promotes better reuse of task images385
and gives more flexibility in tracking task changes, which
is useful when the workflow requires updates. And both,
single- and multi-container configurations can equally well
support the repeatability and reproducibility of workflows.
390
3. Optimization of Workflow Deployment
As mentioned earlier, without a proper optimization
approach the enactment of portable workflows may be-
come ineffective due to repeated task provisioning actions.
Thus, the aim of the new Optimizer component is to facil-395
itate the selection of a suitable image to provision a task,
automate the sharing and re-usability of workflows, and
optimise the overall workflow provisioning process.
The Optimizer tackles situations when tasks or other
workflow components are used in repeated invocations of400
one or more workflows. Importantly, it does not require
any change to the structure of workflows and tasks we
developed earlier. We now describe how this is achieved.
3.1. Just-in-time Image Naming and Selection
Workflow tasks in our framework are deployable com-405
ponents, and so the task developer must specify the base
image id (image name and version) which they want to
use to execute the task. Usually, it is an id of a pure-OS
image taken directly from the Docker Hub, but it may also
be some specific image that the developer prefers to use410
instead.
To create an effective way to choose an appropriate
image used to provision a workflow task, we automated the
process of naming and selecting images that can be used to
create a task container. We use a simple yet robust naming415
convention that draws on naming practices recommended
by the version control platforms we use to manage source
code and images - Git and Docker.
Given the task’s base image id we construct the task
image id as base image id.task name.task version. In this420
way we link within a single identifier three relevant ele-
ments that influence task provisioning: (1) the base image
id is important as it will be used to provision the task if no
appropriate task image exists, (2) the task name uniquely
identifies the repository of the task included in the work-425
flow, (3) the task version refers to a specific tag in the
task’s code repository. The combination of these three el-
ements makes the task image id unique and is important
for its reproducibility. For example, if a new task version
is released, it may be tagged so a new task image will be430
created with a new id. Then, workflows that rely on the
previous task tag will still use the old id, and so keep using
the previous image for the task.
Importantly, when the workflow developer includes a
task in their TopologyTemplate, they can choose to spec-435
ify the task’s branch name rather than a specific tag. In
this case, the framework will automatically detect the lat-
est tag of that branch and use it as the task version part
of the task image id. This gives workflows the ability to
automatically track minor backward compatible updates440
and improvements made by task developers.
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Figure 2: Deployment steps in the single-container configuration.
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Figure 3: Deployment steps in the multi-container configuration.
Clearly, the proposed naming scheme requires consis-
tent tagging and branching of the code; more details about
it can be found in [14]. The developers who would like to
create tasks and workflows compatible with our framework445
must adhere to it. Using the proposed naming scheme we
can, however, implement an effective image selection algo-
rithm outlined in Alg. 1.
The algorithm iterates over each task in a workflow,
identifies the image used to provision the task and makes450
sure that the image is available in the host execution en-
vironment. In line 7 the task version is determined. As
mentioned above, it is the appropriate tag from the task
repository. Then, following the discussed naming pattern,
in line 8 the task image id is set. Based on that identi-455
fier, the search process takes place to find the image in the
three-level cache (lines 9–16). The search process starts
by looking for the task image in the host environment. If
that fails, it moves to the second-level cache which is a
local repository that can be accessed by authorized users.460
Again, if the target image is not found at that cache level,
the search will proceed to the third level – a public repos-
itory in Docker Hub. Finally, if no task specific image is
found, the task’s base image will be used (lines 18–19).
Note that given the algorithm and unless the code of465
a task changes, the same task image is used to execute
the task in all workflows in which it is included. This
greatly improves the effectiveness of provisioning and the
performance of workflow enactment, especially if the same
task is executed multiple times by one or more workflows.470
And for the single-container configuration we use a very
similar approach to image naming and selection. Then, in-
stead of looking for a task image the system tries to locate
a workflow image following pattern base image.workflow -
name.workflow version.475
3.2. Image Caching and Automatic Sharing
Once the enactment of a workflow ends, all the task
images are available in the host execution environment for
shared with others. Although sharing of workflows and
their components is supported by a few workflow manage-480
ment system such as Pegasus, Taverna and Galaxy our
approach is novel - it not only allows the structure and
description of workflows and tasks to be shared but also
provides a portable way to deploy and execute a workflow.
Users of our workflows and tasks can easily run them in485
an environment of their own choosing (e.g. local PC, local
server or cloud) by means of a one-click deployment script.
A major, additional benefit is that workflow develop-
ers can combine these ready-to-run tasks, without incur-
ring the burden of provisioning the software stack for each490
task. Further, the framework also automates the process
of publishing the workflow and task images, making them
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Algorithm 1: Just-in-time task image selection.
1 STW – ServiceTemplate of workflow W ;
2 NT t – NodeTemplate of task t ∈W ;
3 I – a map of {t→ img id} s.t. image img id is used
to create task t;
4 for NT t in STW do
5 base image id← get the id from NT t;
6 task name← get the name from NT t;
7 task version← get the tag of t or its branch
from GitHub;
8 img id←
base image id.task name.task version;
9 if image img id in the host cache then
10 I[t]← img id;
11 else if image img id in the local cache then
12 copy image to the host environment;
13 I[t]← img id;
14 else if image img id in the Docker Hub then
15 docker pull img id;
16 I[t]← img id;
17 else
18 docker pull base image id;
19 I[t]← base image id;
20 end
21 end
immediately available both locally and in a public reposi-
tory. As a consequence we can:
• minimise the effort required by the user to re-execute495
a workflow, and
• significantly reduce the overall workflow deployment
time
• significantly reduce the overall workflow enactment
time500
The foundation of image sharing in our framework is
the three-level cache, shown in Fig. 4. It supports the
Public 
cache
VM
VM
VM
On-host cache
VM
VM
VM
Local
cache
Local
cache
Figure 4: Three-level cache for task and workflow images.
following use cases:
• The first level cache in the host environment enables
the fastest workflow deployment. If all the required505
images are available in the host, there is no need
to download and install any workflows and tasks, as
they can be directly provisioned by Docker.
• The second level – local repository – enables a con-
trolled way of sharing private images within orga-510
nizational boundaries, and also supports off-line de-
ployment when there is no access to the Internet/public
repository.
• The third level – public repository – supports the
sharing and re-use of images across organizations515
and facilitates workflow execution in different Clouds
platforms.
We implemented the cache facility on top of the stan-
dard tools provided by the Docker platform. The first level
cache is the on-host Docker image repository. The second520
level cache is an instance of the Docker image repository
running on a dedicated machine within an organisation.
The third level, public repository is realized as the Docker
Hub public organization.
3.3. Caching Workflow Component Artifacts525
The techniques presented above support performance
optimization for the provisioning process when tasks/workflow
images are available. However, we designed and imple-
mented an additional optimization mechanism when the
workflow is deployed for the first time, and to provide sup-530
port for the development of the new task images. It is a
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cache of artifacts, such as task code files, dependency tools
and libraries that are essential in building a task and/or
workflow image.
A common pattern in scientific workflows is that tasks535
within one workflow or a family of workflows share com-
mon libraries and dependencies. Given our proposed im-
age naming convention, each of these tasks is packaged
in a separate image and follows a separate image creation
cycle. This means tasks cannot share dependencies. Al-540
though isolated task provisioning is useful for the various
reasons (e.g. easier image reuse and avoiding dependency
versioning issues), it may cause some redundant network
traffic.
Therefore, to minimise the time required to create simi-545
lar images we also cache the workflow component artifacts.
In this way we reduce the time needed to create the im-
ages, and so positively influence the performance of work-
flow enactment. The cache also plays a very useful role for
developers as they usually test many more task and work-550
flow versions before they can tag an official release that
generates a task image.
3.4. Optimized provisioning and enactment
We combined the naming, selection and caching mecha-
nisms described above and embedded them into our frame-555
work to improve the deployment and enactment of work-
flows. Fig. 5 depicts the detailed steps our framework fol-
lows during task provisioning; note that similar steps are
implemented if the single-container configuration is used.
In the first step Alg. 1 is run to determine which im-560
age is going to be used. If the task image is available, the
framework can create a container and immediately pro-
ceed to task execution. Otherwise, if the task’s base im-
age is used, the framework creates a base container and
then runs through the TopologyTemplate to deploy task de-565
pendencies and artifacts. An image is created and cached
under the unique task image just before task execution,
for the benefit of any future provisioning requests for that
task. The task image is created immediately after down-
loading task dependencies and artifacts, therefore, no task570
input, output or intermediate data is included, and so the
image can be safely used to repeatedly re-execute the task.
Although the process of image creation has some influ-
ence on the workflow deployment time, we can save signif-
icant amount of time by re-using these images to provision575
the same task in future executions. In the evaluation sec-
tion we present the benefits and overheads of the proposed
strategy.
4. Experiments and Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our framework and the580
proposed optimization techniques we conducted a series of
experiments on a number of real scientific workflow appli-
cations. The aim was to investigate the effectiveness of our
framework from various angles including the performance
of workflow deployment, re-use and sharing, and storage585
requirements.
4.1. Experimental Setup
We ran the experiments on a number of real and syn-
thetic workflows which differ in size, structure and func-
tionality. The workflows we selected are: Neighbor Joining590
(NJ; 11), Sequence Cleaning (SC; 8), Column Invert (CI;
7), File Zip (FZ; 3), WF-1 (6) and WF-2 (8); shown in
brackets is the number of tasks. As an example, Fig. 6
depicts the structure of the SC workflow used in NGS
pipeline [20]. The structure of other workflows is presented595
in Fig. A.15 in Appendix A.
NJ and SC were originally designed in e-Science Cen-
tral [21] and reimplemented using our framework. Other
workflows were created specifically to be used in the exper-
iments. The workflows cover a set of interesting features600
including: 1) non-trivial structure; for example NJ and
SC realize the sequence, and split and merge workflow pat-
terns, 2) different number of tasks, from 3 to 11, 3) variety
of dependency libraries and tools required to execute tasks,
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Figure 6: The structure of the SC workflow in multi-container con-
figuration described in TOSCA.
e.g. NJ uses the Wine library6 that needs relatively large605
time and disk space to be installed; some workflows and
tasks share also a set common dependencies, 4) common
tasks to evaluate the effectiveness of sharing optimisation,
e.g. NJ , WF-1 and WF-2 have a few tasks in common.
4.2. Workflow Repeatability on Different Clouds610
To illustrate the potential of our framework in support-
ing repeatability and reproducibility and the value of the
proposed workflow representation we conducted the fol-
lowing experiment. A workflow, initially designed and cre-
ated in a local development environment, was re-enacted615
on a local VM and three different Clouds: Amazon AWS,
Google Engine and Microsoft Azure; the configuration of
the VMs is presented in Tab. 1. In the experiment we used
four workflows: Neighbor Joining (NJ), Sequence Cleaning
(SC), Column Invert (CI) and File Zip (FZ). Initially, we620
recorded the execution time of the first enactment in the
development environment, which also automatically cre-
6https://www.winehq.org
ated one or more Docker images. Then, we re-executed
workflows five times in each VM and collected results.
Table 1: Basic details about the execution environments.
Environment
CPU
cores
RAM
[GiB]
Disk
space
[GB]
Operating
system
Amazon EC2 1 1 8 Ubuntu Srv 14.04
Google Cloud 1 3.75 10 Ubuntu Srv 14.04
Microsoft Azure 1 3.5 7 Ubuntu Srv 14.04
Local VM 1 3 13 Ubuntu 14.04
Each workflow was run in two different configurations:625
single- and multi-container to show the overheads of the
latter. The workflows were deterministic, and so the out-
put data obtained were exactly the same irrespective of
the configuration and execution environment used. The
average execution times were also similar although longer630
for the multi-container configuration. Fig. 7 shows a chart
with the results for the SC workflow, while Tab. 2 includes
the results for the other workflows.
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Figure 7: The average execution time for the SC workflow executed
in different environments.
The experimental results show a number of interesting
11
Table 2: The average execution time and standard error of the mean (in minutes) for the selected workflows executed in different environments.
Neighbour Join. Column Invert File Zip
Single Multi Single Multi Single Multi
Dev. Env. 2.13 (0.11) 2.54 (0.02) 0.90 (0.09) 1.30 (0.02) 0.60 (0.01) 0.94 (0.04)
Amazon 1.74 (0.14) 2.27 (0.03) 0.66 (0.09) 1.18 (0.01) 0.50 (0.01) 0.84 (0.11)
Azure 2.52 (0.01) 3.86 (0.16) 1.35 (0.01) 2.10 (0.02) 1.23 (0.03) 1.38 (0.02)
Google 1.52 (0.01) 2.48 (0.01) 0.74 (0.1) 1.18 (0.01) 0.50 (0.02) 1.01 (0.01)
Local VM 1.65 (0.09) 2.50 (0.07) 1.03 (0.01) 1.37 (0.01) 0.53 (0.01) 1.03 (0.01)
aspects. First, our scientific workflows are repeatable –635
they can run in different environments and produce the
same outputs with similar runtime. Second, the execution
using the multi-container configuration took longer than
for a single-container. This result was consistent across all
environments and stems mainly from the fact that in the640
multi-container mode dependencies common across tasks
had to be re-installed multiple times, and also for each task
a separate image had to be created. Third, the execution
in Azure took longer than in other Clouds because the
VM in Azure had smaller network bandwidth than VMs645
in other Clouds; a factor out of our control.
Additionally, the results demonstrate a common work-
flow development pattern supported by our framework.
First developers build and test a workflow in their local
development environment. Then, once the workflow is650
ready, they share it with users via Workflow, Task and
Image Repositories.
4.3. Automatic Image Capture to Improve Performance
As described above, our framework is flexible enough to
allow tasks and workflows to use pure-OS images available655
from Docker Hub or custom, predefined task/workflow im-
ages created by users or the AIC. By using a predefined
image, the framework can avoid the installation of depen-
dency libraries and task artifacts required during work-
flow execution. The elimination of some of the deploy-660
ment steps can have very positive impact on the runtime
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Figure 8: The average execution time of test workflows using different
task images.
of workflows, and we prepared a set of experiments to il-
lustrate it. We ran our workflows using different images:
the base image available on Docker Hub, the base image
with pre-installed dependency libraries, and task images665
captured by the AIC. Fig. 8 shows the average workflow
execution time for four tested workflows.
Clearly, there was a significant overhead in using the
base image from Docker Hub. The main reason was the
time required to install dependency libraries such as the670
Java Runtime Environment (JRE) or, in the case of the
NJ workflow, the Wine library. The second and third
option (Base +dependencies and Task images) took simi-
lar time to complete with slightly shorter execution time
for experiments which used task images created by the675
AIC. This is because the AIC captures everything the task
needs to run (according to the task’s TOSCA descriptor),
whereas the second option included only dependency li-
braries, whilst the task artifacts were downloaded and in-
stalled on-demand.680
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The results explicitly show that the use of pre-packaged
images is the fastest option. However, from the user per-
spective the quickest and easiest is to use base images al-
ready available on Docker Hub instead of building images
manually. Our framework supports both these options at685
the cost of an overhead incurred by the initial execution of
a workflow - the first run will follow the complete deploy-
ment cycle and create task images, whereas all subsequent
executions will benefit from those images and run much
faster.690
4.4. The cost of Automatic Image Capture
As presented above, the proposed process of automated
image creation provides various benefits to the user. It im-
proves reproducibility, can streamline image building and
helps optimise workflow provisioning. These benefits come695
do however come with an additional price – the space re-
quired to store the task and workflow images and contain-
ers.
To illustrate the amount of storage space needed we
listed in Tab. 3 the images created during the enactment700
of the NJ workflow in the multi- and single-container con-
figuration. The workflow includes 7 distinct tasks (11 al-
together) and the table shows the size of their compressed
image, as available from Docker Hub, together with the
size of the uncompressed image and its top layer.705
Images created by our framework consist of two parts.
One is the top layer built by the AIC from the container
used to provision the task. The other includes all under-
lying layers captured by the image provider during the
creation of the base image. Thus, the bottom layers will710
be shared by all tasks that use this base image, whereas
the top layer is unique to each task and will only be reused
by multiple invocations of that task.
As shown in the table, the image sizes of our tasks
may become substantial if based on an image too lean in715
relation to the actual task dependencies. For example,
images based on pure-OS ubuntu:14.04 compressed take
over 220 MB, whilst their uncompressed top layer requires
about 300 MB of space. The main reason why they need
so much storage is because all of them depend on the JRE720
which is installed on top of the base image. In this a case,
i.e. when multiple tasks depend on common libraries, it is
better to indicate another, more specialised base image.
The bottom part of the table includes a selection of the
task images built using the openjdk:7-jdk base image. As725
shown, for most of the NJ tasks the AIC adds to the base
image a top layer of only a few MB – the size of the task
artifact. The exception is the MegaNJ task which requires
Wine, a relatively large software library.
Interestingly, as more and more diverse tasks are added730
to the workflow, the developer may be tempted to create a
dedicated task image which is going to include all depen-
dency libraries needed by all the tasks in a workflow. This
approach, however, has two clear disadvantages. Firstly, it
creates a large image which over time is difficult to main-735
tain without significant overheads. Secondly, it may im-
pose even higher requirements on the storage.
In Fig. 9 we show the size of the Docker on-host cache
during the enactment of the NJ workflow and in relation
to the selected base image. The nj-specialized is the im-740
age which includes all task dependencies for that work-
flow, the openjdk:7-jdk is the official Docker image provid-
ing JRE, whilst ubuntu:14.04 is the official pure-OS image
with Ubuntu Trusty Server. As shown in the figure, the
most efficient with regards to cache size is the openjdk:7-jdk745
image. It needs the smallest total storage space of 5.35GB,
whereas the other two base images require nearly twice as
much. Also, the nj-specialized base image generates over-
head during the creation of containers (cf. the vertical
dotted lines). It is because each container is started with750
the complete set of relatively large libraries.
Surprisingly, the use of the pure-OS image is also not
very space efficient, especially at the end of the work-
flow when four task containers are active. All of them
with freshly installed JRE consume significant amount of755
13
Table 3: The size (in MB) of task and workflow images of the NJ workflow created using AIC.
Image name Image type
Compressed
size
Uncompr.
size
Top layer
size
dtdwd/ubuntu-14.04 importfile-task.v1.0 task 220 496 308
dtdwd/ubuntu-14.04 file-join-task.v1.0 task 222 498 310
dtdwd/ubuntu-14.04 filter-duplicate-task.v1.0 task 222 498 310
dtdwd/ubuntu-14.04 csv-export-task.v1.0 task 220 496 308
dtdwd/ubuntu-14.04 exportfiles-task.v1.0 task 221 497 309
dtdwd/ubuntu-14.04 mega-nj-task.v1.0 task 583 1476 1288
dtdwd/ubuntu-14.04 clustalw-task.v1.0 task 227 508 320
dtdwd/ubuntu 14.04-nj-1container-fullcaching-caching workflow 611 1535 1347
dtdwd/openjdk7-jdk importfile-task.v1.0 task 215 474 1.5
dtdwd/openjdk7-jdk filter-duplicate-task.v1.0 task 217 476 3.4
dtdwd/openjdk7-jdk mega-nj-task.v1.0 task 419 985 513
dtdwd/openjdk7-jdk clustalw-task.v1.0 task 222 486 13.4
dtdwd/openjdk7-jdk-nj-1container workflow 483 1093 621
space.7
The presented storage requirements indicate that the
on-host and local cache layers may need a cache eviction
policy to work effectively (for a recent survey see, e.g. [22]).
This may be especially useful for prolonged execution of760
our platform and when a diverse set of tasks and workflows
is used. We have left the implementation of this aspect,
however, for the future work.
4.5. Influence of Task Changes on Deployment Time
One of the challenges for a workflow management sys-765
tems is the ability to apply changes to only parts of the
workflow without affecting the remaining, unchanged ele-
ments. In our work, we have addressed this challenge by
(1) isolating the provisioning of each task in a separate
Docker container and (2) packaging the full stack of task770
software as a Docker image. This is supported by tracking
task versions and using the version information to select
7A part of the space requirements is generated by the use of the
recommended apt-get cache update command which makes the im-
ages significantly larger.
the matching task image. When a new version of a task
is detected, the framework searches for the relevant task
image. If however no compatible image is available then,775
the full provisioning of the task takes place.
To show the validity of our approach in selecting task
image and tracking changes we applied several changes to
some tasks of the NJ workflow and ran an experiment that
covers two cases. Firstly, an image for the changed task has780
already been created and so it was used to provision the
task. In the second case no image existed for the changed
task, thus to execute it the base image was used followed by
the installation of dependencies. In this way we ensured
that we used both scenarios: full task provisioning and785
reuse of an already-created task image.
The experiment, as shown in Fig. 10, starts with the
full deployment of the NJ workflow (Full-depl), i.e. full
provisioning of each task and creation of their images. This
is followed by a few executions using task images available790
from the on-host cache (Cached-image). After several ex-
ecutions, a new version of task1 was created, and so no
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Figure 9: The size of on-host cache /var/lib/docker during the enactment of the NJ workflow using the multi-container configuration and
three different base images.
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Figure 10: The impact of task changes on the workflow execution
time.
compatible task image was found. In effect the new task
version had to be fully provisioned. Again, after several
executions with Cached-image, a new version of task1 is795
discovered, but with a task image available in the public
repository. While continuing to re-deploy the workflow, a
new version of task2 is recognized, and a corresponding
task image was available and reused in this execution. Fi-
nally, a new version of task3 was found with no related800
image, so again the full provisioning of that new task ver-
sion had to be carried out.
The results show that the changes of any task do not
much affect the execution of the workflow. The new ver-
sion of the task is automatically started by either using a805
pre-created task image or by provisioning the full software
stack for the task.
Furthermore, the just-in-time selection algorithm has
been used in the experiments, which demonstrates that
the algorithm is able to effectively select and re-use the810
new compatible task image whenever it becomes avail-
able. This improves the performance and reliability of
workflow re-execution. Note that the full deployment of
a task requires much more time when compared with the
deployment of pre-created task images. This is because of815
the time required to install task dependencies, especially if
they take a considerable amount of time, such as the first
case of provisioning the new version of task1.
4.6. Task Image Caching for Deployment Optimization
In this experiment, we aim to show the effectiveness820
of the automatic creation of task images and the sharing
and reuse of them through multi-level caching. This ex-
periment consists of two parts. The first part shows the
influence of creating task images on the overall deploy-
ment time, while the second part presents the advantage825
of multi-level caching and re-use of task images in different
cases during the optimisation of workflow provisioning.
Tab. 4 presents the results of the first part. The NJ
workflow has been executed in three different cases: the
Cache-off/clear-cache deployment with caching switched off830
and an empty cache such that no image existed in any
of the caches, the Cache-on/clear-cache deployment with
caching switched on, automatic image creation and empty
cache, and the No-image-creation deployment with cache
15
Table 4: The share of task image creation in the total workflow
execution time.
Deployment case
Total
execution
time [s]
Image creation
time [s]
Cache-off/clear-cache 1883.6 355.5 (18.9%)
Cache-on/clear-cache 967.0 276.5 (28.6%)
No-image-creation 505.2 –
switched on but the AIC switched off.835
The results show that creating task images takes a rela-
tively large amount of time, and substantially increases the
initial deployment time. However, image creation takes
place only once, when the workflow is deployed for the
first time. Thus, the time spent on image creation will840
be repaid for all subsequent deployments and enactments
as they will rely on the existing images instead of re-
provisioning the full software stack of each task.
The results of the second part are shown in Fig. 11
which presents four scenarios for NJ deployment. Cache-845
on/clear-cache refers to workflow deployment with caching
switched on and empty cache. While Cache-on/local-cache,
Cache-on/public-cache and Cache-on/full-cache are deploy-
ment scenarios with caching switched on and task images
available in a local repository, public cache, and local ex-850
ecution environment, respectively.
As shown in the figure, there is a considerable reduction
in the execution time when task images are used instead
of re-deploying all tasks. We observed the fastest deploy-
ment time when the task images were available locally in855
the execution environments. The overall execution time
was reduced nearly 20 times from 1883.6s for the Cache-
off/clear-cache case to only 96s for the Cache-on/full-cache
case. In addition, there was a considerable reduction in the
runtime for the Cache-on/local-cache and Cache-on/public-860
cache cases when compared with the full deployment and
no cache case, i.e. from 1883.6s to 380.9s and 414.2s, re-
spectively.
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Figure 11: Execution time for the NJ workflow with task image
caching: (A) image download, (B) container creation, (C) tools &
libs inst., (D) data copying, (E) task download, (F) task execution,
(G) images creation, (H) container removal.
4.7. Sharing Cached Images between Workflows
The previous experiments showed the effectiveness of865
the automatic creation, sharing, and re-use of task images
for individual deployments of a workflow. In this experi-
ment, we show the impact of using our optimisation tech-
niques in the case of the concurrent deployment of two in-
stances of the same workflow. The concurrent deployments870
were running either in the same execution environment or
in different ones. The aim of this part of the experiment is
to demonstrate the impact of sharing and re-using of task
images between two workflows, which have some tasks in
common. Here, prior to workflow deployment the image875
cache was emptied.
We have conducted this experiment for two scenarios:
(1) concurrent executions of two instances of the same
workflow (on the same and two distinct hosts) and (2)
concurrent executions of different workflows on different880
Clouds.
4.7.1. Concurrent Executions of the Same Workflow
The main reason for automating the process of image
sharing and selection is to make sure that the image is
created once and can be immediately re-used in the same885
or another workflow. Therefore, users in different places
can instantly use the images that are created by others.
To evaluate our approach in this situation we deployed
two instances of the NJ workflow concurrently with a de-
lay between the start of their execution. The experiments890
have been conducted with two different execution envi-
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Figure 12: The Influence of sharing components between two in-
stances of NJ workflow on a single machine.
ronments to show how the images can be shared during
deployment time and the impact that the executions have
on each other.
In the first case, the two instances of the NJ workflow895
are executed on a single machine. The case represents,
for example, a very common scenario in which the user
has a set of input samples to process, each by a separate
instance of a workflow, but the workflow tasks are single-
threaded and cannot exploit multiple cores at once. As900
shown in Fig. 12, if the two instances start with no delay,
Execution2 takes slightly longer than Execution1 because
Execution1 seizes more shared resources. For the subse-
quent executions, we triggered the second instance after
the first execution with increments of one minute as time905
interval ∆t. For example, if the time difference between
the two execution is 5 (the value on the x-axis), Execution2
was started 5 minutes after the start of Execution1.
The figure shows an interesting result for both execu-
tions. There is a considerable decrease in the execution910
time, particularly for Execution2 when the delay between
the starting times increases. The reason is the sharing and
re-use of workflow components (task artifacts, dependency
packages, and task images) between the two instances.
The first instance starts provisioning the tasks, which in-915
volves downloading and installing these components. The
application of our optimisation techniques makes the com-
ponents available for utilization by all subsequent execu-
tions. As the difference in the start times for the two
instances is increased, greater benefits in the overall exe-920
cution time are gained. The optimal time is reached when
the second execution starts nine minutes after the first, i.e.
after all task images have been created.
Another important result is the reduction of time for
Execution1. This happened when Execution2 reused some925
components prepared by Execution1 and so was able to
“overtake” Execution1, which was slowed down by the time
needed to creat and push a task image. In effect, Execu-
tion2 could start downloading and preparing a subsequent
task, and so paved the way for Execution1.930
Clearly, our optimization techniques enable sharing of
different components between workflows running concur-
rently in the same environment. Additionally, when run-
ning multiple workflows on a single multi-core machine,
they can reduce the deployment time and improve the run-935
time performance.
In the next experiment we tested another case of run-
ning two instances of NJ concurrently but on different
environments (local machine and the Google Cloud Plat-
form). Since the workflows are running in different envi-940
ronments, they can share task images only via the public
repository (Docker Hub). This case is useful when two
users decide to run an instance of the same workflow at
the same time or with a small time difference. Conse-
quently, the tasks images created by one of them can be945
used by the other which will avoid the need for full task
provisioning.
As previously discussed, we ran the instances several
times in parallel with time shifts starting from zero and
then increased by intervals of one minute until they ran950
sequentially. To make the results comparable the cache
was emptied prior to each execution.
The results in Fig. 13 show that the execution times
are largely stable for the instance running on the Google
Cloud Platform. This is because the instance is always955
started first and requires full task provisioning with no
task image available. Whereas, the execution times for
17
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Figure 13: The influence of sharing tasks images between two in-
stances of NJ workflow on different clouds.
the second instance running in the local machine decreases
gradually as the time difference with the first instance in-
creases. Again, the reason for this is the ability to re-use960
the task images created by the first instance. All created
images are pushed immediately to the public repository to
be shared and re-used by others.
Comparing the results shown in Fig. 12 and 13, clearly,
the execution on a single machine was slower (by three965
minutes). Importantly, however, it indicates that when
workflows share common tasks, running one can speed-up
the execution of the other, irrespective of where the work-
flows run. We decided to look at that interesting behavior
more closely.970
4.7.2. Concurrent Executions of Different Workflows
In this part, we conducted an experiment similar to
the previous one but with different workflows running in
different Cloud environments. Our aim is to show how
task images can be shared by workflows that have only a975
few tasks in common.
We have selected three different workflows: NJ which
has four and five tasks in common with WF-1 and WF-
2 respectively, while WF-1 and WF-2 has three tasks in
common. In addition, NJ and WF-1 were executed in two980
Google VMs, whereas WF-2 was executed in our local ma-
chine. The workflows were executed in different order as
shown in Fig. 14a–c. In each case, the workflows were
run concurrently and their start time was shifted in inter-
vals of one minute. For example, in Fig. 14a WF-1 starts985
first, then, after one minute WF-2 starts, while NJ starts
execution one minute after the second workflow. In the
next sequence interval ∆t was increased by one minute,
thus the start time delay became two and four, and so on.
Again, the caches were empty before the start of each set990
of executions.
The results presented in the three figures show stabil-
ity in the execution time of the first workflow (the green
line), while there is a gradual decrease in the execution
time for the other two. As previously explained, this is995
because executing the first workflow involved full provi-
sioning for each task, creating task images and publishing
them to the public repository, from where the others re-
used them. The actual reduction in runtime depends, how-
ever, on different factors such as the number of common1000
tasks between the workflows, the time differences between
the executions, and the order of the shared tasks in the
workflow structure.
From the results shown in Fig. 14, we can see that
there is a considerable decrease in the execution time of1005
NJ and a slight reduction of runtime for WF-2. This is
because NJ is the third running workflow which means it
can reuse the task images created by the first two (up to
nine images). While there are fewer tasks shared between
WF-2 and WF-1.1010
In general, the third workflow in each case gains the
most benefit from re-using the images, with a reduction in
the execution time proportional to the number of reused
images created earlier. Also, WF-2 was the quickest of
the three workflows as it does not require any large de-1015
pendency library, while both NJ and WF-1 include a task
that depends on the Wine library. We observed also some
instability in the execution runtime, e.g. Fig. 14a shows an
increase in the execution of WF-2 and NJ when ∆t was 2
and 4, respectively. We observed that this was due to dif-1020
ferences in the network traffic at different time. The fluc-
tuations affected the image upload and download times,
to and from the public repository and thus the overall ex-
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Figure 14: Delayed execution time for different workflows ran on different Clouds ordered in three ways: a) WF1 →WF2 → NJ, b) WF2 →
WF1 → NJ , c) NJ →WF2 →WF1 .
ecution time.
5. Related Work1025
We divide research related to our work into two areas.
One focuses on the reproducibility and sharing of scientific
workflows. The other involves the optimisation of work-
flow deployment.
5.1. Scientific Workflow Reproducibility and Sharing1030
Workflow reproducibility and repeatability have been
discussed in a number of studies, such as [23] and [4], and
are considered to be an essential part of the computational
scientific method.
Various attempts have been proposed in the litera-1035
ture to address repeatability and reproducibility of sci-
entific workflows. Most of them follow one of two direc-
tions. They either use physical preservation/conservation
in which a workflow and its components are packaged and
shared together, or logical preservation/conservation that1040
describes a workflow and all its components in a form of a
recipe which others can follow to re-create the experiment.
To implement the packaging of workflows different tools
and approaches have been proposed and developed such as
ReproZip [10] and virtualization mechanisms [24, 25, 26,1045
27]. There are also efforts to reproduce the workflow us-
ing container-based virtualization [28] Despite packaging
mechanisms allowing workflows to be re-executed, i.e. al-
low repeatability, they usually produce large packages that
are difficult and costly to distribute publicly. Further, they1050
often do not convey a detailed and structured description
of the entire computation, relevant dependencies and ex-
ecution environments, which would help in understanding
the package contents.
The logical preservation techniques focus on capturing1055
all the details required to repeat and potentially reproduce
a scientific workflow. They include various approaches to
describe workflows such as semantic-based technique [29],
capturing the provenance information of the workflow re-
sults [30, 31] and using Research Objects as a descrip-1060
tor [7]. However, other studies have shown that sharing
only the specification of a workflow is not enough to ensure
its successful reproducibility [7] [29]. The specification-
based mechanisms provide various details that can help
in understanding the workflow and its components. Yet,1065
they are still insufficient when some of the required depen-
dencies change or become unavailable. For this reason the
integration of workflow specification and component de-
scription alongside a portable packaging mechanism that
facilitates sharing is of fundamental importance.1070
A number of existing workflow management systems
(WfMS) provide a way to share their workflows together
with related components. Galaxy [9] enables sharing and
publishing of workflows and related objects, such as datasets
and tools, via web. Pegasus workflows are described and1075
can be shared using their internal abstract format called
the DAX [32]. Taverna [33] and Kepler [34] workflows can
be shared via myExperiment [35], a public repository to
exchange workflows, computational descriptions and visu-
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alizations of their components. However, all these methods1080
are limited as they only allow the structure and descrip-
tion of the workflow to be shared, and still require manual
preparation of the execution environment. In contrast,
our framework provides the means to automatically pro-
vision the workflow execution environment as part of the1085
workflow enactment process. Thus, our shared workflows
not only convey the structure and description details, but
primarily, are ready-to-run entities which can be deployed
and enacted automatically on a set of generic computing
nodes, e.g. in the Cloud.1090
Recently, the RAMP framework [36] has been devel-
oped to help the Machine Learning community promote
the reproducibility and fairness of the building and evalu-
ation of predictive models. Although RAMP is dedicated
specifically to Machine Learning, some concepts resem-1095
ble our work. Namely, bundle, starting kit and the test
submission script are conceptually similar to our TOSCA-
based workflow descriptor, test workflow and one-click de-
ployment script. In both cases the intention is to deliver
transparent and reproducible software, and lower the entry1100
barrier to experimenters. And despite the RAMP frame-
work has been developed independently and for specific
purpose, it clearly reinforces the need to combine a vari-
ety of tools and techniques to improve the reproducibility,
automate experiment set-up and ease experimentation by1105
providing test examples.
5.2. Workfow Deployment Optimization
We have shown how facilitating the sharing and re-use
of deployable workflow components can support optimiza-
tion of the workflow deployment process. Existing efforts1110
carried out in the field of deployment optimization are of-
ten related to making decisions concerning the best models
for applications deployment and deployment planning, i.e.
finding the optimal placement of components over compu-
tational nodes prior to the execution [37, 38, 39, 40]. In1115
contrast, the approach discussed in this paper focuses on
the automatic optimization of the component provisioning
at deployment time.
There are a few solutions that address the optimiza-
tion of the provisioning of workflows and other distributed1120
applications. Some of the WfMSes support optimization
for the workflow provisioning process by caching various
workflow components. e-Science Central [21] is a Cloud-
oriented WfMS in which a workflow comprises a set of
interconnected blocks. During workflow execution, any1125
blocks and libraries required by the workflow are down-
loaded from the server on demand and cached in the ex-
ecution environment [41]. Then, they all are available for
later re-use to execute the same or a new workflow. We
also implement the caching of essential workflow compo-1130
nents such as tasks artifacts and dependency packages in
the execution environment. However, our framework is
more flexible as it does not impose rigid constraints on
the structure of the block and library. We use a well-
established containerization technique to package workflow1135
components, and facilitate building the components from
TOSCA descriptors. Additionally, we offer the three levels
of cache to speed-up workflow enactment across different
users and communities.
An interesting approach to provisioning optimization is1140
presented by Vukojevic-Haupt et al. [42]. The authors in-
troduced an on-demand provisioning of services to reduce
the cost and time of existing service provisioning and de-
provisioning techniques. Once a service has been started,
it is kept running for subsequent use. Our approach is dif-1145
ferent and more suitable for the enactment of workflows.
Our tasks are packaged once and then the image is reused
by others in their workflows. There is no shared state be-
tween workflows yet subsequent provisioning actions are
realised very effectively by the containerization platform.1150
Recently, the Common Workflow Language (CWL) [43]
has been proposed to describe analysis workflows and tools.
The main intent is to make them portable and scalable
across a variety of environments. CWL can be used to
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wrap existing command line tools and enable developers1155
and scientists to share them. Tools and workflows de-
scribed using CWL can optionally use Docker contain-
ers with the dependencies required by the tools already
pre-installed. However, despite its intention to provide
a generic description for workflow tasks, CWL does not1160
offer the ability to include the complete stack of the ex-
ecution environment. Furthermore, the dependencies re-
quired to execute tasks have to be delivered manually not
automatically and on-demand. In this respect CWL relies
on Docker as a mechanism to capture the installation and1165
execution of tasks and dependencies.
Our approach also uses Docker but automates the pro-
visioning of tasks and their dependencies, which is done
on-demand during the deployment time. Additionally, our
framework can automatically create workflow and task im-1170
ages, and enables their sharing as TOSCA-based descrip-
tors and/or ready-to-run components. It is therefore more
coherent because workflows and tasks are described in the
same way, while Docker is only a means of packaging them
for later re-use.1175
5.3. Detailed Comparison with Selected Solutions
To better illustrate how our approach to sharing and
performance optimisation of reproducible workflows com-
pares with other solutions, we summarized in Tab. 5 the
key differentiating aspects. For each of the systems we con-1180
sider how they address the aspects in relation to workflow
and task, separately.
Firstly, we note that our approach (similarly to systems
based on the CWL specification) uses a common language
to define both workflow and tasks. It makes the over-1185
all workflow definition more consistent and easier to com-
prehend by users. All other non-CWL WfMSes use their
own proprietary languages, often different for workflows
and tasks, which creates an additional barrier to learning
and sharing. The exception is Taverna which combines1190
workflows from tasks implemented as web services, and
so the actual way how tasks are defined depends on the
technology used. Thus, despite Taverna makes sharing of
tasks/services very easy, the main barrier for the user is
the need to implement, deploy and maintain them as a1195
web service.
Secondly, looking at the packaging mechanism we note
that our solution is unique in that it can turn a workflow
into a compact executable package (Docker image). This is
possible when the user decides to use the single-container1200
configuration; the benefits of this approach are discussed
earlier in Sec. 2.5. An attempt to package Galaxy work-
flows into executable units is described in [44]. It imposes,
however, high overheads as the workflow is packed together
with the whole Galaxy instance into a VM image. Other1205
efforts to turn workflows into executable packages include
the use of Research Objects [45] and DataONE packag-
ing [46].
When using the multi-container configuration, we rely
directly on the TOSCA description to run and share our1210
workflows, and so no packaging mechanism is available. It
is similar to how other systems operate.
Task packaging is in the most cases implemented using
Docker which proved to be a very efficient and lightweight
solution. Galaxy stands out in this respect by offering1215
users a three layer packaging approach which involves:
the Conda package manager, a container technology like
Docker, Singularity and rkt, and VM images [47]. Users
can decide how to package their software depending on the
desired level of isolation.1220
However, only our approach offers a fully automated
mechanism to task packaging. The presented versioning
and naming scheme combined with the AIC relieves users
from image management and facilitates sharing. To some
extent Arvados, cwltool and Galaxy also allow images to1225
be generated automatically if the task definition is aug-
mented with Dockerfile. But images generated in this way
are used only for the purpose of particular workflow exe-
cution rather than for sharing with other users.
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Table 5: Comparison between selected approaches to sharing and optimisation of workflows.
description
language
packaging mechanism artifact cache automated
updates
Arvados workflow CWL – – – –
task CWL/Dockerfile Docker automated 2-level –
cwltool workflow CWL – – – –
task CWL/Dockerfile Docker automated 2-level –
e-Science
Central
workflow internal XML – – – yes
task proprietary XML Zip Archive manual 2-level –
Galaxy workflow proprietary JSON –/third-party – – –
task proprietary XML Conda/Docker,
Singularity,
rkt/VM
automated 1-level –
Pegasus workflow DAX – – – yes
task DAX/TC –/Docker manual – –
Taverna workflow SCUFL2 – – – yes
task web-service API web service manual – –
The proposed
approach
workflow TOSCA –/Docker –/automated –/3-level yes
task TOSCA Docker automated 3-level yes
Thirdly, we compared systems in terms of the caching1230
technique they use to optimise workflow enactment and
sharing. We proposed to use the 3-level cache such that the
on-host cache maintained by Docker is supported by the
second-, organisation-level cache and the top-level reposi-
tory. All they play an important role in the optimisation1235
and/or sharing, as shown in the Evaluation section, yet
other systems offer at most two levels of caching. Interest-
ingly, Arvados allows also containers to be shared between
tasks in case they use the same configuration parameters.
This form of caching may further improve enactment al-1240
though Docker containers are already lightweight and their
start imposes only small overhead in range of hundreds of
milliseconds.
Also Pegasus is different with regard to task caching as
it relies on the Transformation Catalog to bind tasks with1245
their executable software. Then, depending on the task
and execution environment the software have to be in-
stalled manually, may be staged in from a remote location
or pulled from the Docker repository. Taverna, instead,
relies on external web services, and so does not need to1250
cache any software. On the other hand, relying on users
to deliver web services may negatively impact the overall
workflow performance.
The final aspect we consider is the ability to automat-
ically update tasks while maintaining reproducibility of1255
workflows. Here, we distinguish two cases: whether a task
update is automatically passed to the workflow level, and
whether a task update makes the task package to be auto-
matically refreshed. Our solution can deliver both. Some
of the other systems can maintain only workflows up to1260
date. In Taverna this is hidden from the workflow by the
web service API. Pegasus workflows can specify tasks with
a version pattern, and so allow updated tasks to be used
automatically. e-Science Central enables users to indicate
a specific version of the task to be used or its ‘latest’ ver-1265
sion. However, all of them rely on the user to repackage
the task software following the update.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have presented the design and evalu-
ation of the framework that supports portable modeling,1270
on-demand automatic provisioning, re-usability and repro-
ducibility of scientific workflows. The key feature of our
framework is its ability to combine logical and physical re-
producibility techniques, which significantly improves the
overall reproducibility of our workflows. To lower the costs1275
related to keeping workflows reproducible we have concen-
trated in this paper on the methods to improve runtime
performance. Specifically, we introduced optimizations of
the workflow provisioning and enactment process that lead
to the substantial reduction of the workflows runtime. We1280
were able, for example, to reduce the runtime of the NJ
workflow by about 20 times, from over 30 minutes to only
96 seconds.
The main features of the proposed optimizations in-
clude a new algorithm for the automated management of1285
workflow and task images. We combined it with a 3-level
cache of workflow components, task artifact and depen-
dencies, which helped reduce the time required to upload
and download task images by a factor of 2–3. The use of
the cache improves not only the runtime performance but1290
also helps in sharing tasks and workflows, and can reduce
the initial deployment and image creation times. The basis
for the optimization is the fact that workflows usually have
many common tasks and dependencies, so adding a cache
can effectively accelerate provisioning and enactment.1295
Finally, the proposed techniques incorporate the track-
ing of changes in workflow tasks to effectively select the
most suitable image for provisioning. The framework’s in-
tegration with a version control system allows backward-
compatible changes to be distributed transparently and1300
on-demand across workflow engines. Thus, our system
helps developers to streamline the process of building and
distributing their workflows and tasks. At the same time,
it also benefits end-users as their workflows automatically
receive compatible updates; all without breaking the re-1305
producibility of workflows. Moreover, tracking changes is
also useful for the concurrent provisioning of workflows and
tasks. We demonstrated these effects through an extensive
set of experiments.
In the future we would like to investigate to what ex-1310
tent our framework can be used to model, deploy and
reproduce existing workflows designed in other scientific
workflow management systems or languages like Pegasus,
Taverna, and CWL. In addition, as our framework can be
used to deploy the whole workflow on different Cloud and1315
local environments, a natural extension is to support the
enactment of large-scale, distributed workflows that span
multiple Clouds - for example public and private Clouds.
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Appendix A. The structure of tested workflows
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Figure A.15: The structure of the tested workflows in the multi-container configuration: a) Neighbour Joining (NJ), b) FileZip (FZ), c)
Column Inverter (CI), d) WF-1 and e) WF-2.
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